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 1 Introduction

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) provides consumers with an alternative to taking
court action, by making use of a third party, such as an arbitrator, mediator or
ombudsman, to help find a solution to an issue about goods or services provided by a
trader. Growth in the ADR sector has been boosted by the transposition into UK law of the
EU ADR directive, which came into force in the UK on 1 October 2015.

The report outlines the current state of ADR provision in the unregulated sectors within the
UK, including details of the current providers and their areas of operation, with particular
emphasis on the use of ombudsmen. The report is authored by two individuals (see
section 12) with extensive experience within the consumer advice area.

The term “Ombudsman Omnishambles” was coined for a press release issued on 9 July
2015, prior to the launch of the ADR scheme in October 2015, to denote the chaotic state
of the ADR arena in the UK [See Appendix C for the full text]. The issues raised at that
time remain unresolved, with one exception.

It is the aim of this report to once again highlight those issues for discussion. In addition,
the report details further issues which have come to light with one particular ombudsman
who is openly breaching Ombudsman Association rules, and suggests possible
appropriate solutions to these issues.

We recommend that the Ombudsman Association (OA), the Chartered Trading Standards
Institute (CTSI) and the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) must now take immediate action to
examine and resolve these issues, before the ombudsman system is brought into
disrepute.

This report - together with responses to it from the OA, CTSI and CAA - is being submitted
to BIS in response to its call for evidence on ADR, issued on 25 May 2016 and closing on
23 June 2016. The responses from each of those three organisations are included in
Appendix B of this document.

2 Legislative background

2.1 EU

The ADR Directive (2013/11/EU) and the ODR Regulation (524/2013) entered into force in
the EU on 8 July 2013. The directive states:

“Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) offers a simple, fast
and low-cost out-of-court solution to disputes between
consumers and traders. However, ADR is not yet sufficiently
and consistently developed across the Union.” (para 5)

and continues:
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“...ADR should be available for all types of domestic and
cross-border disputes covered by this Directive, ADR
procedures should comply with consistent quality requirements
that apply throughout the Union, and consumers and traders
should be aware of the existence of such  procedures.” (para 7)

[ http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2013:165:0063:0079:EN:PDF ]

Member states were required to transpose this directive into national law by 9 July 2015.

The UK made a number of false starts in the process and as a result was late in
transposition, so that the law eventually came into force on 1 October 2015.

2.2 UK

The Alternative Dispute Resolution for Consumer Disputes (Competent Authorities and
Information) Regulations 2015, and Amendment Regulations 2015 transposes the EU
ADR directive 2013/11/EU into UK law.

From 1 October 2015 traders in the UK are obliged to provide information about the
availibility of ADR to their consumers. This is done by “signposting” consumers to the
relevant ADR body for their sector in the event of a dispute.

However, although they must signpost this information, traders are not required to engage
in the ADR process, except those who are in a regulated sector as mandated by law or by
their trade association. Furthermore, the ADR law as implemented in the UK does not
require ADR providers to be accredited.

The following section outlines the regulated and unregulated sectors.

3 Regulated and unregulated sectors

3.1 Regulated sectors

The regulated sectors for the purposes of ADR, and their competent authorities for ADR
providers seeking approval to operate within those sectors, include:

Sector Competent authority for ADR provider approval
Financial services Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
Regulated legal services Legal Services Board
Aviation and Travel Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)
Gambling Gambling Commission (GC)
Energy Supply Ofgem
Telecommunications
and Postal Services

Ofcom

Estate Agency The lead enforcement authority for the purposes of the
Estate Agents Act 1979
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In each of these sectors there already exist well-established complaints-handling schemes
and ADR providers, running programmes which are either government-backed or industry-
backed. These schemes provide an outcome which is binding on the trader, if the trader is
a member of the scheme.

3.2 Unregulated sectors

The so-called “unregulated” sectors for the purposes of ADR include all other sectors not
listed above. These include the wide-ranging sectors of:

 Leisure services
 Consumer goods
 Transport services
 General consumer services
 Health services (excluding NHS)

For these sectors the competent authority for new ADR provider accreditations is currently
the Chartered Trading Standards Institute (CTSI).

4 Types of ADR

The choice of an ADR scheme for the resolution of a given dispute will depend on the
availibility of schemes in the relevant sector and the preferences of the trader and the
consumer.

4.1 Conciliation

Conciliation is a first stage in the arbitration process, usually involving a member of a trade
association as the conciliator. At this stage the consumer and trader are asked to provide
evidence of the complaint so that the conciliation can provide an opinion on the optimal
solution. This process is usually free and is non-binding on either party to the dispute.

4.2 Arbitration

The arbitration procedure, carried out by an arbitrator, is usually carried out on the
understanding that the decision will be legally binding on the consumer and the trader.
The arbitrator receives written evidence of the case from both sides, as evidence, which is
then used to arrive at a decision.

4.3 Mediation

Mediation involves the consumer and trader working together with a mediator to help
reach an agreement on an acceptable outcome to the case. The agreement is usually
legally binding and prevents further court action.
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5 Ombudsman

The use of an ombudsman involves taking the matter to an external organisation, but only
after the trader’s internal complaints procedure has been exhausted.

The outcome of involving the ombudsman is not legally binding unless the trader is a
member of the ombudsman’s scheme. It is therefore still possible to take a case to court
after involving the ombudsman.

Please see Appendix A for discussion of the legal status of the term “ombudsman”, as
interpreted by the Department for Business Innovation and Skills (BIS) and Companies
House.

5.1 Pre-existing ombudsman schemes

Consumers are familiar with the concept of the ombudsman being a point of escalation for
regulated consumer issues. So, for example, for an issue involving a bank or building
society, a consumer will already know about the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS) and
how to engage with that organisation in order to resolve consumer financial issues, after
other avenues have been exhausted.

5.2 New entrants

The new entrants to this arena are private limited companies with commercial objectives.
They seek to make money from the provision of a service which aims to resolve the
consumer complaint using information provided by the complainant (consumer) and the
company (trader) which is the subject of the complaint.

Two examples of the newer entrants to the ombudsman marketplace are discussed briefly
below.

Ombudsman Services (OS)

The Ombudsman Service Limited, trading as Ombudsman Services, was incorporated on
11 January 2002 as Telecommunication Industry Ombudsman Limited (registered
company number 04351294), trading as the Office of the Telecommunications
Ombudsman (Otelo).

Its current directors are:

William Blowers, Clive Deadman, Janet Finch, Maggie Jones, James McCracken,
Jonathan Rees, Lewis Shand Smith

Beginning as a specialist in the telecommunications sector, it has over time broadened its
remit to now include the following sectors: Communications, Energy, Property and
Consumer. The company, which employs some 600 staff, is now able to handle issues in
the consumer retail sector, dating from 1 January 2015 onwards.
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In 2015 the organisation accepted 95,000 complaints for investigation, according to its
annual review.

Ombudsman Services lists its Terms of Service here:
http://consumer-ombudsman.org/docs/default-source/default-document-
library/co_termsofservice.pdf?sfvrsn=2

The Retail Ombudsman (TRO)

Consumer Dispute Resolution Ltd, trading as The Retail Ombudsman (TRO), was
incorporated on 28 August 2014 as Retail Arbitration Service Limited (registered company
number 09189773) and changed to its current name on 18 May 2015.

Its current directors are:

Dean Dunham, Brendan Kennedy, Robin Tucker

The Retail Ombudsman at first dealt only with retail and now lists as its sectors: Retail,
Florists, Restaurants & Takeaways, Travel, Health & Beauty, Funerals, Trade, Delivery
couriers, Airport Lounges, Supply of Fuels, Hotel & Leisure, Mobile handsets.

This company recently announced (May 2016) that it has become the first provider to be
recognised by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) as an ombudsman for ADR in the aviation
sector.

The Retail Ombudsman provides its Terms of Reference and Rules here:
https://www.theretailombudsman.org.uk/membership-terms-of-reference-and-rules/

6 Ombudsman approvals process and oversight

If consumers are to have confidence in the new ADR/ombudsman regime then they will
want to be assured that the process for approving new ADR bodies is truly rigorous and
that it ensures that only “fit and proper” persons can take on roles as ombudsmen, their
staff and contractors.

The CTSI claims that:

“CTSI runs a rigorous approval process to ensure that bodies
applying for approval meet the requirements of the
Alternative Dispute Resolution for Consumer Disputes
(Competent Authorities and Information) Regulations 2015, and
Amendment Regulations 2015. CTSI ensures each ADR body meets
the quality criteria provided by the Regulations.”
[ http://www.tradingstandards.uk/advice/AlternativeDisputeResolution.cfm ]

However, enquiries to the CTSI and the experience of the present authors have shown
that this approval process is not rigorous. In particular, the CTSI does not carry out basic
checks on new ADR provider personnel to ensure, for example, they have the necessary
experience and a sound background in ADR, that they have no financial issues and that
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they do not have criminal records. Furthermore, the CTSI does not require ADR
organisations to carry out basic background checks on their directors, staff and
contractors.

As a direct consequence of this lack of due diligence by CTSI, at least one of the new
entrants into the market - The Retail Ombudsman - uses the services of a public relations
consultant - Neville Thurlbeck - who has a criminal record directly related to the abuse of
personal information. Mr Thurlbeck was between 2 January 2015 and 29 October 2015 a
director of the company Consumer Dispute Resolution Ltd, trading as The Retail
Ombudsman, as can be seen from Companies House records:

[ https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/09189773/filing-history ]

Neville Thurlbeck was given a six-month prison sentence in July 2014 for conspiracy to
hack phone voicemails, including the voicemail of the murdered schoolgirl Milly Dowler.
He is described on the website of The Retail Ombudsman as being one of its “Executive
Team” and as its “Director of Communications”:

[ https://www.theretailombudsman.org.uk/about-us/executive-team/ ]

Carter-Ruck, representing The Retail Ombudsman, has requested that the authors point
out that:

“...he has never been an employee of TRO and was listed as a
director at Companies House in error, when he was never in
fact a director of the company and, for example, never
attended any board meeting.”

The ADR Directive (2013/11/EU) states:

“Confidentiality and privacy should be respected at all times
during the ADR procedure. Member States should be encouraged
to protect the confidentiality of ADR procedures in any
subsequent civil or commercial judicial proceedings or
arbitration.” (para 29)

Allowing an individual who has already breached confidentiality and privacy to work in any
capacity together with an ADR body is clearly not compatible with the requirements of the
EU Directive.

That same company has a director - Dean Dunham - who serves as the Chief
Ombudsman, who was previously a director of Dunham Limited (05044033), trading as
Dunham Novelli - incorporated on 13 February 2004 and dissolved on 9 November 2011.

The resolution to wind up the company was signed by Dean Dunham in his role as
Chairman on 8 September 2010. Dean Dunham was a director and shareholder of this
company from 15 February 2005 until it was dissolved.

Significantly, this company went into liquidation owing more than £344,000 to a number of
creditors including HMRC, which was owed more than £46,000 for unpaid PAYE
contributions by Dunham Limited.
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Further details can be seen in the filings with Companies House here:

[ https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/05044033/filing-history ]

Carter-Ruck, representing The Retail Ombudsman, has requested that the authors point
out that:

"Dunham Limited was sold by Mr Dunham as a going concern to
an unrelated third party. This was 9 months prior to the
liquidation of the company at a time when Mr Dunham had no
involvement whatsoever in the company, except that he was
owed a substantial sum of money by the company. In fact Mr
Dunham was the largest creditor in the liquidation, being
owed approximately £197,000. The purchaser failed to pay the
deferred consideration and abandoned the business leaving Mr
Dunham as still showing as the director (which he had not
been aware of). Following this Mr Dunham dealt with the
orderly winding down and liquidation of the company."

A check of Companies House records by CTSI would have alerted the UK competent
authority for ADR to the fact that this company went into liquidation, owing money to
HMRC.

These issues are explored further in section 8, “Current Issues”, below.

7 Aviation Sector

It is worthwhile briefly exploring the aviation sector as a special case, being one in which
an existing complaints handling scheme exists. The CAA, which is also the competent
authority for ADR in the UK aviation sector, is seeking to distance itself from dealing with
consumer complaints in future. It is therefore encouraging the development of ADR
providers within the sector.

The CAA currently operates a Passenger Advice and Complaints (PACT) service, of which
the organisation says:

“The CAA Passenger Advice and Complaints (PACT) service will
advise on whether we think you have a valid complaint, and if
so will take it up with the business concerned, but we do not
have the legal powers to impose a solution on an airline.”
[ https://www.caa.co.uk/Passengers/Resolving-travel-problems/How-the-CAA-can-help/How-the-
CAA-can-help/ ]

As at June 2016, there is currently just one ADR provider - The Retail Ombudsman -
authorised by the CAA to offer an ombudsman service in the aviation sector. Another ADR
provider - CEDR - provides adjudication services for two airlines - Thomson and British
Airways. Whilst the ombudsman service is free to the consumer, CEDR imposes an
administration charge of £25 on the consumer if the case fails.
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Another ombudsman scheme - Ombudsman Services - had previously considered
providing ADR for aviation but decided not to diversify into that sector because of the high
costs imposed by the CAA, namely a £5,600 certification fee and a £13,440 “annual
oversight” fee. By comparison, the CTSI charges a one-off certification fee of £4,500.

At the present time, PACT continues to be the preferred method for airline customers to
resolve issues. The CAA confirms this:

“For airlines that do not use ADR, we will ensure that our
duties under Regulation (EC) 261/2004 and Regulation (EC)
1107/2006 will continue to be met.”
 [ https://www.caa.co.uk/Passengers/Resolving-travel-problems/How-the-CAA-can-help/How-the-
CAA-can-help/ ]

The CAA states that it will continue to operate PACT until at least half of airlines using UK
are signed up to ADR bodies. As the CAA puts it:

“Upon seeing contractual commitment with ADR providers by
airlines who collectively carry at least 50% of passengers
departing from or arriving at UK airports, we will begin
preparations to wind-down the PACT service.”
 [ https://www.caa.co.uk/Passengers/Resolving-travel-problems/How-the-CAA-can-help/How-the-
CAA can-help/ ]

Of course there are many other issues, outside the scope of this report, involved in
winding-down the PACT service. There is clearly a long and bumpy journey ahead before
this objective is reached, if at all.

8 Current Issues

This section outlines some of the existing issues with the new ADR regime, based on
observations of the first eight months of its operation, since 1 October 2015.

8.1 Potential for consumer confusion

In its November 2014 document “Government response to the consultation on
implementing the Alternative Dispute Resolution Directive and the Online Dispute
Resolution Regulation” the government acknowledged the potential for consumer
confusion over the choice of ADR provider and stated:

“The majority of the responses to our consultation supported
our intention to establish a consumer complaints helpdesk as
a means to helping consumers navigate the ADR system,
minimise confusion and also increase access to and awareness
of ADR among businesses.” (para 39)
[ https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/377522/bis-14-
1122-alternative-dispute-resolution-for-consumers.pdf ]
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The response of the Law Society concurs, suggesting in its consultation response that
“Creating a single portal for consumers would remove much of the confusion while
maintaining the specialist skills of the various Ombudsmen.” (Law Society response, p. 7)

An additional potential source of confusion arises when two or more ADR providers
compete for business within the same sector. For example, Ombudsman Services and
The Retail Ombudsman and the Furniture Ombudsman all operate in the retail sector,
leading to a lack of clarity and clear direction for consumers who have an issue with a
company in that sector.

Within the furniture sector, the incumbent Furniture Ombudsman now faces competition
from The Retail Ombudsman, as a new entrant into the sector. A competitive environment
between multiple ombudsmen, especially when the new entrant is inexperienced in that
sector, can only lead to further confusion for consumers.

Whilst an ADR Helpdesk telephone number already exists (0345 404 0506), run by
Citizens Advice, there is currently no UK-based, consumer-oriented web portal which
consumers can access to obtain a full list of ADR providers. Most importantly, consumers
want to know which ADR providers have relationships with which retailers, so that they
can then approach the ADR provider directly.

This is a major oversight that must be resolved by the CTSI if ADR and the use of the
ombudsman process is to be successful for consumers.

8.2 Blurring of function

One ADR provider - The Retail Ombudsman - which offers dispute resolution in the retail
sector, has recently (May 2016) launched a “trusted retailer” logo as an option for its
members.

The Retail Ombudsman states:

“These members are allowed to display a gold tick of
approval, plus the ombudsman’s logo on their websites and
merchandising.”
[ https://www.theretailombudsman.org.uk/why-the-retail-ombudsman-is-the-best-adr-choice-for-
small-retailers/ ]

The advertising and use of a “trusted retailer” logo (or “Accredited Retailer”) with a “gold
tick of approval” could result in considerable consumer confusion. Consumers could be
misled into making product or service choices based on an accreditation granted by a
company - The Retail Ombudsman - which is also, in parallel, offering an ombudsman
service.

The Ombudsman Association requires its members to be independent of the companies
that they are able to investigate, thus:

“The Ombudsman must be visibly and demonstrably independent
from  those whom the Ombudsman has the power to investigate.”
[ http://www.ombudsmanassociation.org/docs/OA-Rules-Schedule-1.pdf ]
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If the ombudsman has a “trusted retailer” (or “Accredited Retailer”) programme, which
encourages retailers to join as members, so that they can display a logo, then those
retailers are clearly not independent from the ombudsman, as they would have an existing
commercial accreditation relationship with the ombudsman.

A similar issue arises with the announcement by The Retail Ombudsman that it would
provide a recall scheme for electrical goods, unnecessarily duplicating an existing scheme
already run successfully by the CTSI.

Furthermore, in a recently-published advertorial article, linked below, The Retail
Ombudsman states that it finds “overwhelmingly” in favour of retailers:

[ https://www.theretailombudsman.org.uk/why-the-retail-ombudsman-is-the-best-adr-choice-for-small-retailers ]

This again represents a clear breach of Ombudsman Association rules on independence
that must be resolved with immediate effect. The same article quotes the Chief
Ombudsman, who says:

"We have a Trading Standards officer seconded to us one day a
week who redrafts our members published terms and conditions
to make them legally compliant, fair and easy to
understand..."

The article appears in a trade magazine and is about benefits to traders in becoming
members of the TRO. If membership is being sold to a company based on the fact that a
trading standards officer will check the terms and conditions, this is then part of a
commercial activity. Moreover, stating that Trading Standards are lending staff to the TRO
implies that they validate the work of the TRO. Trading Standards officers should be on
the executive committee of any ADR scheme in a voluntary capacity to help regulate and
ensure independence, not to help promote the work of the company.

8.3 Lack of openness and transparency

Individual ADR providers are not currently required to publish a list of the traders with
which they have agreements. This makes it very difficult for consumers to determine which
ADR provider should be used in a given situation.

The Ombudsman Association rules state:

“The Ombudsman’s Office should ensure openness and
transparency so that members of the public and other
stakeholders know why the scheme exists, what it does and
what to expect from it; and can have confidence in the
decision making and management processes of the scheme.”
(Rule 4(a))
[ http://www.ombudsmanassociation.org/docs/OA-Rules-Schedule-1.pdf ]
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In particular, repeated email requests to The Retail Ombudsman, asking its directors to
provide a list of its retail members, have not been met with a response over a period of a
month.

On 25 May 2016 BBC You and Yours interviewed the head of The Retail Ombudsman -
Dean Dunham - and asked for a list of the names of airlines which had signed up to the
new aviation ombudsman scheme. He was unable to provide the requested details to the
interviewer as no airline had confirmed their membership in writing.

[ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aU_6LknMZEQ ]

The company has since the interview made available the names of six airline companies
here:

https://www.theretailombudsman.org.uk/how-to-complain-about/airlines/

However, it still does not publish anywhere a list of all its retail members. The Retail
Ombudsman has recently (June 2016) made the claim that it now has 100 staff and
15,000 retailer members:

“Despite being just over a year old, the Retail Ombudsman, a
Government-approved service provider staffed by some 100
employees, already boasts a 15,000-strong roster of retail
members.”

[ https://www.theretailombudsman.org.uk/why-the-retail-ombudsman-is-the-best-adr-choice-for-small-
retailers/ ]

The figures are impossible to verify statistically because the company has not published
the list of all its retail members.

For comparison, the table below shows current published figures for several of the existing
ombudsman schemes:

Ombudsman Members
Complaints/queries
received Disputes Staff

Average
contacts
per staff

Average
resolutions
per staff

Average
members
per staff

Furniture 147 125,000 2492 13 9615.38 191.69 11.31

Ombudsman Services 9994 215,969 62,806 555 389.13 113.16 18.01

*Property 33,319 16021 2511 58 276.22 43.29 574.47

Financial 70,000 1,631,955 438,802 3,676 443.95 119.37 19.04

Housing 2,473 16,337 1,130 55 297.04 20.55 44.96
The  following numbers
illustrate the variation in
information provided by
TRO        

Retail 3,000 80,000 80,000 16 5000.00 5000.00 187.50

Retail 4,000 80,000 80,000 42 1904.76 1904.76 95.24

Retail 10,000 80,000 80,000 100 800.00 800.00 100.00
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Retail 15,000 80,000 80,000 100 800.00 800.00 150.00

Retail "10s of
thousands" > 20,000 80,000 80,000 100 800.00 800.00 200.00

8.4 No criminal record checks on ADR personnel

As indicated above, the CTSI does not carry out basic criminal record checks (DBS
checks) on the directors, staff and contractors of potential ADR providers and does not
require those providers to do so on their own drectors, staff and contractors.

8.5 No financial checks on ADR personnel or their companies

Beyond the criminal record checking indicated above, the CTSI does not carry out basic
financial checks on ADR companies and their directors.

Such checks of public information held at Companies House would reveal, for example,
whether directors have run companies which have failed and/or whether they have at
some point in the past been bankrupt.

8.6 Lack of post-appointment oversight

Although the CTSI is responsible for appointing ADR bodies, there is no ongoing
monitoring of the activities of those bodies to ensure that quality of service is established
and maintained and that complaints about ADR bodies themselves are properly handled.

Whilst the companies running ombudsman schemes are required to produce annual
reports, it appears that neither the CTSI nor the OA check to ensure that these reports
have been produced and filed on time and that they contain the required information.

For example, The Retail Ombudsman was established as a company in August 2014 and
began operating as an ombudsman on 1 January 2015. However, the company has still
not filed accounts with Companies House nor has it submitted an annual report to the
Ombudsman Association nor made that report available to the public, as required by the
OA rules.

8.7 High cost of entry

The CTSI and CAA currently charge high fees for one-off certification and for annual
certification, respectively. This significant cost acts as a deterrent to smaller providers,
such as individual mediators, from becoming certified and entering the ADR marketplace.

8.8 Ombudsman of Ombudsmen

There is currently no ombudman of ombudsmen. Thus, if a consumer has a complaint
about the actions of an ADR body acting as an ombudsman, there is currently no formal
external system available for recourse, beyond the organisation’s own internal complaints
procedure. Enquiries to BIS have suggested that the only possible recourse would be to
lodge a complaint with Trading Standards in the home authority where the ombudsman
company operates.
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The Ombudsman Association exists as a trade association but is unable to handle
complaints about individual ADR providers. In its own words:

“It is neither a complaint-handling nor an advice body, and
cannot give the public any advice other than signpost to an
appropriate ombudsman or complaint handling scheme, if there
is one.”
[ http://www.ombudsmanassociation.org/the-ombudsman-association.php ]

So, in a situation where a consumer is dissatisfied with the behaviour of the ADR provider
itself, he/she currently has no satisfactory means to lodge a complaint against that
company with the OA and/or CTSI.

9 Proposed Solutions

9.1 Clarity for consumers

 The CTSI should provide a single UK ADR consumer web portal, listing all the current
ADR providers in the unregulated sectors and the retailers which have signed up as
members of each of their ADR schemes. Using this simple tool, any consumer can
then find which ADR provider is applicable for a complaint with a given retailer.

 ADR companies should be required to list on a dedicated section of their own websites
the retailers with which they have contracted to provide ADR service.

 It would be preferable for just one ADR provider to exist for each sector, so that the
current confusion over the retail and furniture sectors, for example, can be avoided.

9.2 Due diligence

 The CTSI must immediately review its approvals process for ADR providers to ensure
that individuals with criminal records and those with a history of financial problems,
either as an individual or as director of a company which has had financial or
administration problems, are excluded from becoming involved as directors, staff or
contractors of ADR bodies.

 A “fit and proper person” test, as already required in a number of business and public
sector environments, would include a DBS check and verification of an individual’s
business background. This would seek to ensure that an ombudsman, employee or
contractor of an ADR has neither a criminal record nor a history of running companies
with financial problems.

 The CTSI and OA must act to forbid companies offering ombudsman services from
also providing any kind of other services, such as a “trusted retailer” logo. CTSI and
OA must act immediately and decisively against any ADR provider which claims to
favour retailers over consumers.
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These steps will ensure that the blurring of function and consequent loss of independence,
as discussed above, can be prevented.

9.3 Oversight

 The CTSI must immediately implement ongoing monitoring of ADR bodies to ensure
that their quality of service is maintained and that enquiries are responded to according
to defined service level agreements.

 This must include ensuring that all ADR providers submit annual reports on time and to
the necessary specification and ensure that statements made in the media by ADR
providers are correct statements of the truth.

 The CTSI and OA must ensure that appropriate sanctions are applied to companies
which do not respect the OA rules, in particular to those relating to openness and
transparency, to independence and to reporting. This should include the facility to
revoke the approval of ADR bodies which are not fully compliant with the rules laid
down by the OA.

9.4 High cost of entry

 The CTSI and CAA should review its current fee structure to determine whether the
high cost of entry is deterring new and smaller providers from becoming CTSI certified
for ADR provision.

9.5 Ombudsman of Ombudsmen

 The CTSI or the OA should provide a means by which consumers can lodge
complaints about ADR providers and their behaviour, so that those complaints can be
logged, investigated and resolved.

9.6 Enforcement

 If ADR providers are found to be in breach of CTSI and/or OA rules then appropriate
sanctions must be made available and enforced, up to and including removal of
ombudsman status from an offending company.

10 Conclusion

As one can see from this report, the use of an ombudsman scheme potentially offers
consumers an innovative and effective means of resolving problems with unregulated
traders at no cost to the consumer and in a reasonable timeframe.

However, a number of key issues remain which must be resolved by the OA, the CTSI and
the CAA as a matter of urgency. Successful resolution of these issues will ensure that
consumers are aware of the ombudsman function as part of the ADR process, can have
full confidence in it and can obtain the maximum benefit from its use.
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11 Further Reading

BIS: Government response to the consultation on implementing the Alternative Dispute
Resolution Directive and the Online Dispute Resolution Regulation
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/377522/bis-14-1122-
alternative-dispute-resolution-for-consumers.pdf

BIS: Alternative Dispute Resolution Regulations 2015: Guidelines for Business
https://www.businesscompanion.info/sites/default/files/ADR%20business%20guidance%20inc%20ODR%20Dec%2
02015.pdf

CAA: Reforming consumer complaints handling: Consultation on the CAA’s draft policy
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1257_ADR_draft_policy_statement_for_consultation.pdf

CAA: Consumer complaints handling and ADR CAA policy statement and notice of
approval criteria for applicant ADR bodies
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1286%20Consumer%20complaints%20handling%20and%20ADR%20150420
15.pdf

Chartered Trading Standards Institute (CTSI): Becoming an approved ADR Body
http://www.tradingstandards.uk/advice/AlternativeDisputeResolution.cfm

Citizens Advice Bureau: Alternative dispute resolution (ADR)
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/Documents/Advice%20factsheets/Consumer%20Affairs/c-alternative-
dispute-resolution.pdf

EU: Directive 2013/11EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 May 2013
on alternative dispute resolution for consumer disputes and amending     Regulation (EC)
No  2006/2004  and  Directive  2009/22/EC
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2013:165:0063:0079:EN:PDF

EU: List of Dispute Resolution Bodies
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/odr/main/index.cfm?event=main.adr.show

UK Law: The Alternative Dispute Resolution for Consumer Disputes (Competent
Authorities and Information) Regulations 2015
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/542/pdfs/uksi_20150542_en.pdf
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Appendix A: Status of the term “Ombudsman”

On 3 March 2015 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall asked, whether The Retail Ombudsman
(TRO) was given Cabinet Office approval to use the word "ombudsman" in their title; on
what date any such approval was given; and whether the Cabinet Office guidance on
ombudsman schemes was followed.

Baroness Neville-Rolfe responded:

“The Retail Ombudsman has been set up independently of Government and is a
non-statutory organisation aiming to provide alternative dispute resolution (ADR) in
the retail sector. While anyone is free to set up a business providing ADR,
‘ombudsman’ is a sensitive word whose use in a company or business name
requires prior approval by the Secretary of State. No approval has yet been given
to the Retail Ombudsman to use this word.

Companies House and BIS are updating their procedures to ensure that the
approval process deals with private sector applications to use this word.”

[http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-

question/Lords/2015-02-11/HL4944/]

On 6 June 2016 Peter Lovitt, Policy Adviser, Consumer and Competition Policy
Directorate, Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) was asked if TRO is
approved by the Government to be an Ombudsman.

Robert Scott from BIS replied on 7 June 2016 that TRO had been granted permission to
use the word ‘Ombudsman’ in mid-2015 and then went on to set out the Companies
House criteria before concluding “Companies House, on behalf of the BIS Secretary of
State, will ensure that a business wishing to use Ombudsman in a Company name are
compliant with the criteria before giving permission.”

When pushed for a yes or no answer on whether all companies that are registered with
Companies House are therefore Government approved he replied that the questions were
ultimately for Companies House to answer.

Robert Scott infers that until mid-2015 (i.e. circa 6 months) that the TRO did not have
permission to use the title Ombudsman. Confirmation was not received that TRO is
approved by the Government to be an Ombudsman.

On the 7 June 2016 Peter Lovitt said in an email “The Government does not approve
private sector Ombudsman.”

On 10 June 2016 Paul Coles (Companies House) stated that Government approval, or
more correctly approval by the Secretary of State, relates to the name and nothing else.
Their guidance (for use of the title Ombudsman) is normally 12 months, which is advisory
and not mandatory.  He confirms that the name was approved. This means that the
guidance of 12 months was not followed in mid-2015 within around 3 months of it being
adopted in March 2015 at the same time Baroness Neville-Rolfe was confirming the
above.
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Companies House has therefore confirmed that approval relates to name and nothing
else, so it is incorrect for TRO to say “Government backed” or “Government approved”.
Companies House laid down guidance in March 2015 and departed from within a few
months.

TRO incorrectly stating that it is “Government approved” or “Government backed” implies
to both consumer and retailers that the Government supports the organisation over other
ADR schemes which do not make this claim.
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Appendix B1: Ombudsman Association response to this report

Thank you for sharing with me your proposed submission to BIS. It would not be
appropriate at this time for me to respond in detail to each point you've raised about the
Association / our current members, but I would like to make some general comments.

The Ombudsman Association is a membership body that members join voluntarily, if they
meet our criteria of Independence; Fairness; Effectiveness; Openness and transparency;
and Accountability. The Association has no role in the internal management or
performance of our members or jurisdiction over them with regards to day-to-day
operations. Members are re-validated against our membership criteria (at least every 5
years) and can be expelled from the Association if they no longer meet our criteria.

At the time the Retail Ombudsman applied for membership of the Association they had not
been operating for long enough to provide the weight of evidence that they 'fully met' our
criteria in practice, but the governance and structures they had put in place indicated there
they were able to do so. As a result, the Retail Ombudsman was validated, subject to re-
validation 'in due course'.

The Association has been reviewing how our membership criteria is applied by our
Validation Committee both for new applicants and for re-validation of existing members -
in particular those that expand into new sectors. The Association's Review is nearly
complete, and when it is the Validation Committee will implement the new guidance. I
expect the re-validation programme of members to start in autumn 2016, with the Retail
Ombudsman and existing members who have expanded into new sectors some of the first
to be considered.

Kind regards

Donal

[Donal Galligan, Ombudsman Association]
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Appendix B2: CTSI response to this report

CTSI's view of the changes is that they are a positive first step that have so far been a
qualified success. We have seen a general reduction in charges to consumers, to use
ADR, and all bodies making improvements in processes, as part of the approval process.

However, this is a first step and we continue to feed any learning back to BIS, in order, in
the long term to help identify any potential improvements.

On the specific issues raised the CTSI mandate is to check applicant bodies for
compliance with the bare requirements of the consumer ADR legislation. Our agreement
with BIS does not allow for any widening of these requirements and, as such, there is
currently no general 'fit person' test.

You also list a number of concerns that are specific local authority trading standards
service, enforcement issues and I have explained that this should be passed to the
appropriate local authority. We, CTSI can make no comment as to what actions, if any, the
LA TSS will take. Enforcement priorities are set by the individual local authority.

You also raised concerns about use of the title 'ombudsman' and damage to the
ombudsman brand by misuse of this title. This is not covered in the legislation and there is
no requirement in the ADR legislation to be an ombudsman, so the issue is again outside
of the scope of CTSI's role. I believe this concern could be raised with the Ombudsman
Association, BIS and possibly  Companies House.

Thanks

Andy Allen
CTSI Lead on ADR
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Appendix B3: CAA response to this report

Thank you for sight of your report “Ombudsman Omnishambles” and the opportunity to
respond in advance of you sending the report to BIS. It is always useful to hear the views
of stakeholders and I assure you that we welcome feedback.

The CAA has already recognised the need for a change to complaint handling
arrangements in UK aviation and has been taking steps to deliver that change.  Our
policy, developed openly over the last two years in consultation with consumer and
aviation stakeholders, has been to incentivise the aviation industry to use ADR to manage
individual complaints rather than continue to rely on the CAA’s Passenger Advice and
Complaints Team (PACT) service.  The main benefit of ADR is customers receive a
decision on their complaint that is binding on the airline rather than the advisory only
service provided by PACT. Thousands of passengers have benefited from PACT’s
assistance and we are proud of what PACT has achieved, but in a significant number of
cases airlines do not accept our assessment and we cannot compel them to do so.  ADR
will address this and deliver better outcomes for passengers.

The development of ADR in UK aviation is in its early stages but there are some
encouraging signs: the CAA has now authorised two ADR providers (CEDR and the Retail
Ombudsman) and a number of airlines, including British Airways, Ryanair and Thomson*,
have over the last few weeks signed contracts with ADR providers and are already giving
their passengers the opportunity to use ADR.  We expect other airlines to sign contracts
with ADR providers shortly.  For those passengers whose airline is not signed up to ADR,
the PACT service will continue to be available for eligible complaints and from 1st June
2016, the CAA started charging individual airlines £150 for each complaint it manages**.
This combination of multiple ADR providers and a complaint based charge for PACT
services appears to be changing the attitude of at least some airlines.

You make a number of specific points in your report.  First, I would first like to assure you
that the CAA takes its role as competent authority in aviation ADR seriously.  We consider
our approval process is robust, applying the letter and spirit of the ADR Directive and UK
ADR Regulations, to ensure a high-quality ADR scheme for the aviation sector. The CAA
will provide on-going oversight of the ADR entities that it has approved, including scrutiny
of the outcomes received by consumers using the service, both in terms of the success
rates achieved by consumers and in ensuring that airlines comply with ADR rulings. In
addition, as you may know, the CAA is also the UK’s designated enforcement body for
both aviation specific (Regulation EC 261 and Regulation EC 1107) and general
consumer protection legislation. Ensuring that high-quality complaint handling is in place
for consumers is also important for the CAA in this role, and it will be accessing
information to assess airlines’ compliance with consumer protection legislation.

It is worth noting that we are planning to update our published policy for ADR this summer,
to bring it up to date with a number of policy changes in relation to PACT . Shortly after,
we will be consulting with stakeholder groups on whether to include airports within the
scope of aviation ADR for complaints relating to the service provided to disabled
passengers at the airport. We are also publishing a Withdrawal of Approval policy in the
next month or so, as well as updated guidance for ADR applicants.
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There are number of other points relevant to your ADR report:

 We are required as a matter of law to recover the costs of providing regulatory services
through the fees we charge for those services but we do not make a commercial return
on those charges.  The charges we set for ADR providers are precisely so that we can
do a thorough and professional job of the initial assessment and ongoing oversight:
any increase or decrease in the level of resource we dedicate to this activity would
need to be reflected in our fees.  Our current ADR provider fees are £5,600 for an
application and £13,440 for our annual oversight fee, and were subject to consultation
prior to their introduction.  Fees for 2017/18 will be subject to consultation in Autumn
2016 and will reflect the level of resource dedicated to our ADR application and
oversight activities.

 Through the application and oversight process, one of our areas of focus has been on
the independence and impartiality of officials working for ADR bodies, particularly
those officials actually involved in assessing and making decisions on individual cases.
We do currently consider information on the training, knowledge and skills of ADR
officials supplied by applicants. We also ask applicants to ensure that the rules of their
schemes meet our requirements on timings, neutrality and clarity, to ensure the
process is quick, clear and fair for both airlines and consumers. Furthermore, as stated
above, we will scrutinise the ‘outcomes’ received by consumers using ADR, both in
terms of the success rates they achieve and in ensuring that airlines comply with the
rulings of the ADR bodies.

 In relation to finances, we undertake a thorough and robust assessment before
approving an ADR body. Financial experts within the CAA, who are experienced in
assessing the financial health of companies, assess financial information provided by
ADR applicants. This information includes audited accounts, profit and lost forecasts
and cash flow. As you know, ADR entities are not allowed to charge more than £25 to
consumers, so the risk to consumers from ADR entities becoming insolvent is limited to
the loss of that fee.

 We have been clear in our preference, for there to be no fee to the passenger for
accessing ADR, but took the considered view that it would be better to permit a modest
fee, if that ensured much wider access to ADR.

We will review regularly all aspects of the ADR oversight process, including the
compliance of ADR providers with the ADR regulations and our additional requirements,
particularly to test whether they are acting independently, decisions are unbiased and fair
and that they report what is required of them.  Where reliable evidence emerges indicating
that performance does not meet the required standards, we will not hesitate to take
corrective action.

*For a full list of providers, please see 'Members of ADR schemes' here:
https://www.caa.co.uk/Passengers/Resolving-travel-problems/How-the-CAA-can-help/Alternative-dispute-
resolution/

**For details see: http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1407%20MAY16.pdf

[response from Henry Killworth, CAA]
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Appendix C: Ombudsman Omnishables press release (9 July 2015)

Ombudsmen Omnishambles Press release

New privatised system of Alternative Dispute Resolution threatens consumer complaints
chaos – but even its own implementation has now been delayed…

A new EU-mandated system of private ombudsmen which was due to come into force
today, 9 July 2015, will not now be implemented until 1 October 2015. Private companies
will then be handling consumer complaints in sectors including retail, aviation, furniture
and property.

Under the new system companies would be obliged to point customers to private
complaints-handling companies but would not be bound by their decisions.

Apart from the delay in implementation, there are many problems with the system as it is
proposed.

For example:

 There are two ombudsmen for the retail sector: One run by the company The Retail
Ombudsman, the other by Ombudsman Services. There are also three ombudsmen for
the property sector. This will lead to considerable confusion for the public. [1]

 There are no criminal records checks for ombudsmen employees or directors: The
company calling itself The Retail Ombudsman employs a convicted criminal as its
communications director. [2]

 One private company already running another ombudsman service pre-launched an
Aviation Ombudsman without obtaining CAA permission. [3]

 The CAA had previously confirmed that it would be winding down its own complaints
scheme in favour of a privatised operation from 1 September 2015 (depending on
certain conditions). [4]

 There is no “ombudsman of ombudsmen” – The body responsible setting up
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) schemes, the Trading Standards Institute (TSI),
has no consumer complaints system.

 The chairman of the trade body The Ombudsman Association, Lewis Shand Smith, is
also the CEO of one of the ombudsman companies. [5]

 When the law eventually comes into force from 1 October 2015, traders will be obliged
to tell consumers where to go for ADR but are not obliged to use ADR services.

Asked about the retail ombudsman via Twitter in May this year, Sainsbury’s social media
staff replied candidly “…there is no government sanctioned retail ombudsman, only a
commercial organisation calling itself one.”

Further details of these issues are available on request.

Marcus Williamson, Editor of the consumer information website CEOemail.com, says
“These new companies are in this for the money and will be charging the companies
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whose customers are complaining. Those costs will inevitably be passed onto consumers
through higher prices of products and services.”

More about CEOemail.com: http://www.ceoemail.com/ceoemail-faq.php
Email: ceoemail@connectotel.com

Helen Dewdney, Consumer Champion and author of the book “How To Complain: The
ESSENTIAL Consumer Guide to Getting REFUNDS, Redress and RESULTS!”, says:
“This ongoing Ombudsman omnishambles is helping no-one and will only result in
confusion for consumers. If an ADR regime is to work well for consumers it needs a single
ombudsman per sector, a clear code of practice and independent oversight.”

More about Helen Dewdney: http://www.thecomplainingcow.co.uk/
Email: helen@thecomplainingcow.co.uk

Notes

[1] For example: http://www.theretailombudsman.org.uk/ and
http://www.ombudsman-services.org/retail-and-other-sectors.html
[2] http://www.theretailombudsman.org.uk/contact/
Neville Thurlbeck, former News of the World chief reporter, was jailed for 6 months in July
2014 for phone hacking. The Trading Standards Institute has confirmed that criminal
record checks are not necessary for ombudsman directors or staff.
[3] Screenshot available on request
[4] https://www.caa.co.uk/application.aspx?catid=14&pagetype=65&appid=7&mode=detail&nid=2446
[5] http://www.ombudsmanassociation.org/association-executive.php
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Appendix D: ADR Bodies and their trade sectors

There are 38 ADR bodies approved by CTSI operating in a variety of trade sectors within the UK.

This table summarises the organisations and their sectors:

ADR Body Trade Sectors Consumer Fee Trader Fee Average
Length
(days)

Binding?

ABTA Limited (The Travel Association) Leisure Services: Travel No No 50 Non-binding

ADR Group Consumer Goods, Education, General
Consumer Services, Health, Leisure
Services: Travel, Transport Services

No Yes 80 Binding on
consumers &
traders

ADR Group (Gambling) Leisure Services: Gambling No Yes 90 Binding on
traders

Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants

General Consumer Services: Legal
Services and Accountancy

No No 45 Non-binding

Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution
(CEDR)

Consumer Goods, Energy and Water,
Financial Services, General Consumer
Services, Health, Leisure Services,
Postal Services and Electronic
Communications

Yes Yes 90 Binding on
consumers &
traders

Cosmetic Redress Scheme (HF
Resolution Ltd)

General Consumer Services: Personal
Care Services, Health Services, Other

No Yes
£80 –
recommnendation
£150 – full decision

75 Non-binding

Dispute Resolution Ombudsman
(DRO)/Furniture Ombudsman (FO)

Consumer Goods, General Consumer
Services, Leisure Services, Other

No Conciliation:
£44 – Home
Improvement
£52 –
Furniture/Floor
Covering
Adjudication:
£150

90 May be binding
or non-binding
depending on
outcome

Ecogra Leisure Services: Gambling, Lotteries No Yes 7 Binding on
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traders

European Car Rental Conciliation
Service

Transport: Rental No £50 per case 18 Binding on
traders

Federation of Master Builders (FMB) Consumer Goods, General Consumer
Services

Yes Yes
Depending on
length of time

60 Non-binding

HF Resolution Ltd t/a The Property
Redress Scheme

General Consumer Services, Other No Yes 75 May be binding
or non-binding
depending on
outcome

IBAS Leisure Services: Gambling, Lotteries No Yes 56 Binding on
traders

Jennifer Gallagher, Lindsays Leisure Services: Gambling, Lotteries No Yes 42 Binding on
traders

Joel Goldman Leisure Services: Gambling, Lotteries No Yes 10 May be binding
or non-binding
depending on
outcome

Motor Codes Ltd Consumer Goods: New Cars Yes
Fee depends  on
claim amount

Yes
Fee depends  on
claim amount

30 Binding on
traders

National Casino Forum (Independent
Panel for Casino Arbitration)

Leisure Services: Gambling, Lotteries No Yes 90 Binding on
traders

National Conciliation Service Consumer Goods: New Cars, Second-
hand Cars, Spares, Fuel

Yes
Fee depends  on
claim amount

Yes
Fee depends  on
claim amount

60 Non-binding

NetNeutrals EU Ltd Consumer Goods, Financial Services,
General Consumer Services, Leisure
Services, Postal Services and
Electronic Communications, Transport
Services

No Yes 30 Binding upon
agreement by
one or both
parties

Office of the Independent Adjudicator
for Higher Education

Education No Yes 90 Non-binding

ProMediate (UK) Limited Consumer Goods, Education, General
Consumer Services, Health, Leisure
Services, Postal Services and
Electronic Communications, Transport
Services, Other

Yes
Fee depends on
claim amount

Yes
Fee depends on
claim amount

28 Non-binding
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ProMediate (UK) Limited (Gambling) Leisure Services: Gambling, Lotteries No Yes 14 Binding on
traders

Renewable Energy Consumer Code Consumer Goods, Energy and Water,
General Consumer Services

No Yes 90 Non-binding

Skills Funding Agency Education: Schools No No 25 Non-binding

Small Claims Mediation (UK) Ltd Consumer Goods, Education,
Financial Services, General Consumer
Services, Leisure Services, Transport
Services

Tattersalls Committee Leisure Services: Gambling No Yes 84 Binding on
traders

The British Vehicle Rental and Leasing
Association (BVRLA)

Financial Services, General Consumer
Services, Leisure Services, Transport
Services

No Yes 18 Binding on
traders

The Financial Ombudsman Service
Limited (FOS)

Financial Services No Yes 34 May be binding
or non-binding
depending on
outcome

The Independent Football Ombudsman
(IFO)

Leisure Services No No 60 Non-binding

The Independent Parking Committee
(The Independent Appeals Service)

General Consumer Services (Parking) Yes Yes 10 May be binding
or non-binding
depending on
outcome

The Ombudsman Service Ltd
(Ombudsman Services: The Consumer
Ombudsman)

Consumer Goods, Energy and Water,
General Consumer Services, Leisure
Services

No Yes 46 Binding upon
agreement by
one or both
parties

The Ombudsman Service Ltd /
Ombudsman Services (The Energy
Ombudsman)

Energy and Water No Yes 42 Binding upon
agreement by
one or both
parties

The Ombudsman Service Ltd (Aviation)
(Now not proceeding)

Transport Services

The Ombudsman Services Ltd
(Telecommunications & Post)

Postal Services and Electronic
Communications

No Yes 56 Binding upon
agreement by
one or both
parties
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The POGG.com Ltd Leisure Services: Gambling No No 32 Binding on
traders

The Property Ombudsman General Consumer Services: Real
estate services, House Removal and
Storage

No Yes 90 Binding on
traders

The Retail Ombudsman Consumer Goods, General Consumer
Services, Leisure Services, Transport
Services, Other

No Yes 60 Binding on
traders

TrustMark General Consumer Services: House
maintenance, House cleaning

Yes Yes 30 May be binding
or non-binding
depending on
outcome

Waterways Ombudsman Scheme Leisure Services No Yes 90 Binding on
traders

This table is based on information provided at:
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/odr/main/index.cfm?event=main.adr.show


